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1. Introduction. Let {A„}, n = 0,1,2, ■••, be an irreducible, aperiodic Markov

chain in discrete time whose state space I consists of the non-negative integers.

The transition probabilities are assumed to be stationary, i.e.,

(1.1) P{X„+1=j\Xn = i} = PiJ, i,jel,n=0,l,-,

where

(1.2) PiJ ̂  0,    Zpu = 1, U je I.
j

The matrix of transition probabilities is denoted by P = (py), and its nth power

p" = (p\f) gives the n-step transition probabilities. For convenience, a Markov

chain satisfying these conditions will be referred to as a simple discrete time

Markov chain (SDMC).

Theorem A. Let {A,,} be a SDMC. A NSC for the chain to be positive re-

current is that the equations

(1.3) xP = x

have an absolutely convergent, nonzero solution x = (x0,xx,x2,---). The so-

lution is unique except for a multiplicative constant and is

(1.4) X; = n,*        where   nf = lim p¡(?\ íe/.(2)
n-*oo

This is a fundamental theorem on stationary distributions of Markov chains,

and in applied probability, operations research, etc., the equations (1.3) are

frequently solved or manipulated to obtain the limiting, stationary probabilities.

The theorem is due to Foster [7] with an earlier, less general version being given

by Feller [6, p. 325] (see also Chung [1, p. 33]).

In the null recurrent case the existence and uniqueness of a non-negative

solution to the equations (1.3) without the condition of absolute convergence
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has been established by Derman [3]. For related results in the transient case

see Derman [4] and Harris [8].

Let {X,}, te T= [0, oo), be an irreducible Markov chain in continuous time

with the same state space I. The transition probability matrix P(f) = (pu(t)) is

assumed to be measurable and satisfy

Plj(t) |0,        Z p,j(t) S  1, i,fei,

P(t + s)= P(t)P(s),   P(0+) = I,

for all t, seT. In addition, the states are assumed to be stable so that

0 >  p;¡(0) = lim Eü^LzA = qH = -q. > - œ, ie J,

(1.6) ' i °        '

0 < p'u(0) = lim P-^ß = qu < + co, i ¥=jel.
(10      «

The matrix ß = (q^) is called the ß-matrix or infinitesimal generator of the pro-

cess, and it is assumed to be conservative, i.e., Z;^- = 0, i el. For simplicity,

this type of Markov chain will be referred to as a simple continuous time Markov

chain (SCMC).

The equations analogous to (1.3) in continuous time are yQ = 0. These are

often referred to as the steady state or equilibrium equations (see, for example,

Cox and Smith [2]) and are formally derived by setting the derivatives equal

to zero in the forward Kolmogorov equations P(t)Q = P'(t) (which, perhaps

unwarrantedly, are assumed to hold with equality). In applied studies these

equations are used as in the discrete time process, and occasionally the follow-

ing theorem is invoked.

Theorem B. Let {Xt} be a SCMC. A NSC for the chain to be positive re-

current is that the equations

(1.7) yß = 0

have a convergent, positive solution y = (y0,yify2, •••). The solution is unique

except for a multiplicative constant and is

(1.8) y¡ = «i,       where n¡ = lim p¡¡(í), i el.
f-»oo

Unfortunately, the theorem is not true in general.

Example 1. Let {X,} be a birth and death process (see, for reference,

Karlin and McGregor [9]). Let qn>n+1 = Xn = 4", n = 0,1,—,?0,-i = Po = 0,

and qni„-! = p„ = 4"/2, n = l,2,—. It is readily verified that y„ = l/2"+1,

rt = 0,1, —, is a unique solution to yQ = 0, but the process cannot possibly be

recurrent since the probability of a birth is twice that of a death.
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In fact, Example 1 is an explosive process with + oo capable of being reached

in finite time so that the process is not uniquely defined by the Xn and p„. Any

birth and death process for which p0 = 0, and

OO CO 1

(1.9) Ip„< + oo,     Z- < + co,
n = 0 n = 0   ^n Pn

where p0 = 1 and p„ = X0lx •••¿„-í/Pi ■••P-n would constitute a valid counter-

example (see [9]).

In the next section it will be shown that Theorem B is valid provided

the process is uniquely defined by the ß-matrix. The corresponding

result in the null recurrent case is also established. In §3 the relationship between

the stationary distributions of a SCMC and its imbedded discrete time Markov

chain is investigated. In §4 the types of solutions to yß = 0 are examined for

the transient and explosive processes.

2. Stationarity theorems. Unless explicitly stated to the contrary the fol-

lowing assumption will be in effect throughout the paper.

Assumption. The SCMC is uniquely defined by its ß-matrix; i.e., the mini-

mal process is an honest process (see [1] for details).

Various necessary and sufficient conditions on the ß-matrix for this assump-

tion to hold have been obtained and can be found elsewhere. For reference,

see Chung [1] and Reuter [14].

Theorem 1.    Theorem B is valid (under the Assumption).

Proof,   (a) Let {A,} be a positive recurrent SCMC. Then, n¡ > 0, i el, and

n = (n0,nx,n2, ■••) satisfies the equations

(2.1) nj =  I niPij(t), je I,   teT
i

(see [1, p. 179]). This can be rewritten as

(2.2) nj(l-PjJ(t))=  T niPiJ(t), j s I,   teT,

so by (1.6) and Fatou's lemma

(2.3) + oo > %jqj ^   £ n^j > 0.

(The customary trick of now summing both sides of the inequality to establish

equality cannot be used because both sums may be infinite.)

The forward Kolmogorov equations, which by the Assumption hold with

equality, are

(2-4) P'ij(t)= -Pij(t)qj+   I Pik(t)qkP Ujel
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(see [1, pp. 224-235]). Multiplication by jt, and summation produces

N ff H

(2.5) Z niP¡j(t) = -qj   Z KM/® +   Z    Z niPik(t)qkJ.
i=0 i=0 i=0    k*j

The sum Z/L 0 niP¡¡(i) is non-negative, continuous in t, and monotonically in-

creasing to nj as N-» oo. Similarly, the second sum on the right is non-negative,

continuous in t (from (2.4) and [1, p. 130]), and monotonically increasing to

^i^jniaij which is finite by (2.3). Hence, by Dini's theorem on uniform con-

vergence, these sums converge uniformly for t in a finite interval. Consequently,

differentiation and summation can be interchanged in (2.5) when N = + go so

by (2.1)

(2.6) 0 = - iifij +   Z nkqkJ =  Z nkqkj.
k*j k

(b)   Let y = (yo,yu---) be a convergent, positive solution to the equations

yQ = 0. Define

,- _,      P¡"'(0 = P{X(t) = j, and there are at most n transitions during

(0,t)|X(0)=i}.

Then, for i,jel,    teT,

PtXt) - Vs".
(2.8)

p<;>(i) = V~"' +  Z    !' P¡rl\s)qkje-9Ji,-s) ds,
k*j   JO

where ô is the Kronecker delta function (cf. [1, p. 228]). Clearly,

(2.9) Z yip1JXt) = yje'« Ú yP
i

and by induction and (1.7)

Z y;pi;>(0= yje-qjt+ Z   i'l^r"(SW",,"I)*
i k*j   JO      i

(2.10)

^ y,e-^' +   Z   f  ykqkje-q*-s)ds = yj.
k*j   Jo

Since the minimal process p¡/í) = limn_00p[")(í) coincides with p¡/í) by the

Assumption,

(2.11) lim   Z yiPt(t) =   Z yiPtJ(t) H yj.
n-*co      i Í

Summation of both sides of (2.11) proves that in fact equality must hold.
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Letting (-*■ oo in (2.11) with equality and taking the limit inside the summa-

tion sign gives

(2.12) nj = lim P¡j(t) = y¡/ I y, > O,
f-*oo i

which implies that the SCMC is positive recurrent and n¡ = cy¡. ||

The first part of the proof under part (b) which utilizes the Feller construc-

tion has been used by Kendall [12] to establish some results on positive sub-

invariant measures. The necessity part of this theorem has been stated by Par-

zen [13] with a different set of conditions implied. An earlier proof of this theorem

utilizing the theory of semi-groups can be found in Kendall and Reuter [11].

The statement of Theorem B cannot be weakened by replacing "convergent,

positive" with "absolutely convergent, nonzero" as in the discrete case since

it is possible to have signed, absolutely convergent solutions; e.g.,

Example 2.   Let

q„n =  -4",       tf„,„+1 = 2n, « = 0,1,-,

(2.13) ql0  = 2, ?„,„_, = 2-4"-1-2", n = 2,3,-,

qnn_2 = 2-4"-\                                                  n = 2,3,-.

Then, y„ = (—1/2)"+ 1, n = 0, 1, •••, is an absolutely convergent, signed solution

to yß = 0.

By virtue of the equivalence theorem of Smith [15, p. 22], Theorem B also

applies to regular, aperiodic semi-Markov processes. A regular (i.e., nonexplosive)

aperiodic semi-Markov process is completely defined by its transition proba-

bility matrix P = (pu), which governs the successive state transitions, and its

transition distribution function matrix F = (FXj), which determines the length

of sojourn in each state. Smith's theorem proves that the limiting (t -» co) pro-

babilities of the process are invariant under changes in F as long as

p = (jjy) = ( §QtdF¡j(t)) remains invariant. Hence, in dealing with limiting

probabilities, F can be assumed to be exponential as in a Markov process, and

Theorem 1 can be applied with

qf1 =   I PijPij, i el,

(2.14)
q¡j = q¡Pip i ¿je i.

(The quantity q¡ is assumed to be nonzero. If p(i#0, equations (2.14) should

be modified slightly.)

The analog to Derman's discrete time result holds as well.

Theorem 2. Let {At} be a recurrent SCMC. The equations yQ = 0 have

a unique (except for a multiplicative constant) positive solution which is
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(2.15) y, = e¡"'k> = hPki(co) + kPhi(co), tel, h + kel,

where

hPki(t) = P{X(s) # h, 0 < s < t, X(t) = i | X(0) = k}

(2.16)

/•OC

Jo
kPk¡(<v) =   |o   kPki(t)dt.

(For properties of taboo probability functions the reader is referred to [1].)

Proof,   (a) By Theorem H.13.5 of [1, p. 202](3), for any fixed pair (h,k),

h^kel,

(2.17) efk)  =   H ef'k)Pij(t), jel.teT.

But now part (a) of the proof of Theorem 1 can be repeated verbatim with ef'k)

replacing 7r¡ since it nowhere utilizes the property  Z¡7r, < + co.

(b)   To establish uniqueness the first part of (b) under Theorem 1 can be

repeated to obtain

(2.18) 1 yiPij(t)^yj, jeI,teT.
i

The inversion technique of Feller-Derman with a slight modification will

establish equality in (2.18). For fixed t define

(2.19) r¡?  = ^ Pji(nt), i,jel.
y i

m __ y±

iJ      yt

The matrix R = (r-j') is a substochastic transition matrix since

r\f  ^ 0,       Z r¡? Ú 1,
j

(2.20) Z rt]r#  =   Z   y-±Pji(t)^ Pk]{nt)
j j   y¡      yj

= ^  Z PkJ(nt)Pji(t) = 4-+1).

(3) The proof of Theorem II.13.5 is incomplete in that the sentence following expression

(20) is invalid. Corrected proofs have been given by Chung and S. Orey, and at the suggestion

of Chung the somewhat shorter proof of Orey is included below.

In the notation of [1 ] the proof is modified beginning with line 11 from the bottom : e((,'J)(?/m)

=Zke<-,k-JXtlm)pkl(.t). Multiplying through by t/m gives (,tlm)e(¡-JXtlm)=T,k[(t/m)e(k-jKtlrri)]pk¡(0.

According to Theorem 1.9.7 there exist constants c(m) such that for »i = l,2,...,(r/m)e(¿-/)(r/m)

= c<-mheCk-J\t), kel. Hence, for kel, t > 0, (20)e<F>(r) = limm^œ((r//n)e(F>(//m)/fc<m>)

= e(k">)/tc, 0<c<oo, by Theorem 13.3 (in whose statement the-in (11) and the entire expression

(12) should be deleted). Substitution of (20) into e^iJ\t)=l.ke^k'J\t)pkl(t) completes the proof

of the first part of the theorem.
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To convert R into a stochastic transition matrix add an additional absorbing

state oo with

(2.21) rlm - 1 - Z ri},       rœx = 1, ie I.
j

Since

(2.22) I r¡f =   I Pn(nt) = + oo, ie/

(by [1, p. 180]), all states i el are recurrent for the chain defined by R. But this

is impossible if rioD > 0 for any i since oo is an absorbing state. Thus, Hjf\f = 1

for iel, which is equivalent to equality in (2.18).

The uniqueness part of Theorem II.13.5 of [1] proves that

yt = e«(M), iel,   h + kel.        \

3. Imbedded Markov chain. Every simple continuous time Markov chain

has an imbedded discrete time Markov chain whose transitions consist of

the successive state changes in the continuous chain whenever they occur.

The elements of the transition probability matrix P for the imbedded chain

are pfj- = q-^/q-,. The imbedded chain is necessarily irreducible but may con-

ceivably be periodic (in which case n* is the Cesàro limit).

If the continuous chain is recurrent so is the imbedded chain and vice versa.

However, this does not extend to the positiveness of the recurrence.

Example 3. Let {Ar} be a birth and death process with p0 = 0 and Xn = p„,

n = 1,2, •••. The process is uniquely defined (by [9, pp. 527-532]) since

oo , n oo       a n      i

B = 0   AnPn   m=n n=0   Á0   m = 0 Pm

(3.1)

S      1 ^1
L    -.-   =     L    y-=   +  00,

n=0   ÁnPn n = 0   Á0

where p0 = 1, and p„ = 10A, •••!,,_./px ••• p„, n > 0. If p„-> + oo sufficiently

rapidly so that

co oo       2

(3.2) I    p„ =   I   ^ <  +  oo,
n = 0 n = 0   Pn

then the process is positive recurrent (by [10, p. 370]). However, the imbedded

chain cannot be positive recurrent since pn>„-i =p„,„+i = 1/2.

Example 4. Let {A„} be any positive recurrent SDMC with p¡¡ = 0, ie I.

From Theorem A

(3.3) nf =   £   »?ptj, je I,
i
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where 7tf>0,  Z¡7i¡*=  1. From (3.3)

(3.4) (n*/qj)qj =   I {n*/q^)qlPlj, je I,

for any sequence of positive constants q0,qx,---. Choose q¡ = n* iel. Then,

for the continuous chain with

(3.5) qu = - qt,       qu = q^j, i,j e I,

the Assumption is satisfied since the q¡ are bounded (see [1, p. 237]), and the

continuous chain is null recurrent by Theorem 2 since nf/q¡ is the unique, po-

sitive solution to yß = 0 and   £ n*/q¡ = + oo.

Theorem 3. In a recurrent chain the unique (except for multiplicative

constants) positive solutions of xP = x and yQ = 0, where p;j- = q¡j/q¡, P;¡ = 0,

Ujel, are related by xi = yiqi, iel. If n*>0 and c= Z¡7r.f/<Z¡ < + oo, then

7i; = c~ini/qi > 0, and if n¿ > 0 and c = 23¡7r¡g¡ < + oo, then nf= c~iniqi > 0.

Proof.    The first part of the theorem is immediate from

(3-6) (Xj/qj)qj =   £ (x^q^q^j, j e I.

The second part follows from the first part and Theorems A and B.

This theorem yields the following characterization of the invariant measure

for a null recurrent SCMC: for fixed h, k, lei, h^k,

e¡"-k)=  xPl/q-, ie/,
where

,pif = P{Xm # /,   0 < m < n,   Xn = i | A0 = /},

iPu   =   I lPi?,
n = l

and {A„} is the imbedded Markov chain. The quantity iP*/q¡ is the expected

length of time spent in state i between visits to state I (which equals iPi¡(co)

defined in [1]).

Since this theorem applies as well to regular, aperiodic semi-Markov pro-

cesses, it generalizes a result of Fabens [5].

4. Solution of yß = 0. In §2 the family of positive solutions of yß = 0

was shown to consist of a single member in the positive recurrent and null re-

current cases. This ceases to be true for transient and explosive processes where

the families can also be vacuous or contain a multiplicity of members. Various

possibilities for the different cases are summarized below. It is to be understood

that only positive solutions are under consideration, and unless stated to the

contrary the solution is nonconvergent.
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1. Positive recurrent: unique, convergent solution.

2. Null recurrent: unique solution.

3. Transient: if Derman's [4] examples of a renewal type chain (with

p0 = 1) and asymmetrical unrestricted random walk are adapted to continuous

time by letting all the exponential sojourn distributions have the same para-

meter, they constitute, respectively, examples of

(a) no solution,

(b) nonunique solution.

For the simplest example of

(c) unique solution,

any birth and death process with p0 = 0,

oo -t oo co i n

(4.1) Z     y— <  +  00, Z   P„ =  + CO, Z     j—-    Z   P,„ =  + OO,
n = 0   AnPn                                  n=0                                         n = 0   Án Pn   m=0

will suffice (see [10, pp. 376-377]).

The Assumption is dropped for the next case.

4. Explosive,   (a) No solution.

Derman's renewal type chain (p0 = 1) with any set of sojourn parameters

qh tel, for which Z;^1 < + °° is an example.

(b) Nonunique solution.

An asymmetrical random walk with invariant transition probabilities (q,p)

and variable sojourn parameters q¡ (i.e., a bilateral birth and death process;

/ = {•••, —1,0,1, ---}) has the solutions

(4.2) yt « 1 LU\* + c2\, i = 0,±l, + 2,-,

where cu c2 > 0. Let p > q, and choose q¡ s q > 0, í=— 1, -2, — , and

Qi = (p/l)2\ 1 = 0,1,.... Then, all three series in (4.1) are convergent so the

process is explosive, but (4.2) is nonunique since c^,c2 > 0 are arbitrary.

(c) Unique solution.

Any birth and death process with p0 = 0,

co -i oo oo i n

(4.3) Z   -.-< + oo, Z p„ = + co,       Z   y—-   Z pm < + CO,
11=0   AnPn ll = 0 n=0   "n Pn   m=0

is an example.

(d) Unique, convergent solution.

See Example 1.

(e) Nonunique, convergent solution.

In (4.2) select qt = (p/q)m, i = 0, ±1,....
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